We propose an approach to provide QoS in Internet for real and non-real time applications. This is a modification of an approach suggested in [13]. [I41 and simplifies the overall procedure. It also removes the signaling requirements needed in [I3]. [14]. Using RED control and priority and WRR schedulers at core networks we obtain minimal defay and delay jitter for real t h e applications and specified minimum throughput for TCP connections. We also show that using admission control our scheme can provide QoS in dynamic traffic conditions and also fair and efficient use of resources. Its implementation in DiffServ architecture is specifically described.
INTRODUCTION
In the past few years the Internet has grown at a rapid pace. Originally the Internet was designed to transmit non-real time data traffic. Such uaffic requires error free transmission of all packets but it is quite tolerant to random, variable delays. However presently Internet is expected to support several real time applications also. These applications have different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements: they can tolerate some packet loss but have stringent end-to-end delay requirements.
The QoS demands of different applications are generally expressed in terms of lower bounds on throughput and upper bounds on delay. delay jitter and packet loss [6] . It is desirable that QoS to different applications should be provided with minimal changes in the current Intemet. Efforts have been made to suggest new architectures like IntServ ([3]) and DiffServ ([2] ) to support the QoS for new applications. IntServ can provide granularity in QoS but suffers from the scalability problem. On the other hand DiffSew is scalable but there is no QoS guarantee for individual flows. Therefore, there i s a need to suppliment the DiffServ architecture with schemes which can be implemented in the core routers that can help ensure QoS to individual flows without requiring per-flow
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Indian Institute of Science Bangalore, India processing. We suggest one solution to this problem. Our approach can work in the current Internet also (without DiffServ support). In particular, using only RED control [5] and commonly used priority and weighted round robin (WRR) scheduling algorithms in the core routers, we ensure very little delay and delay jitter for real time applications and a certain minimum throughput for TCP traffic. Furthermore, this requires minimal extra s i g naling support and utilizes the resources efficiently.
Another important question i s the fairness of atlocation of net-' work resources to different users. One common definition of fairness is Max-Min criterion ([I]). In 171 Kelly et al. show that the linear increase and multiplicative decrease algorithm converges to a proportionally fair point. In our approach we will use admission 41 2 control to ensure that there are minimum network resources. We will show that our approach is (approximately) proportionally fair in utilizing extra network resources.
Our approach to QoS is a modification of the one suggested in
[13], [14] . The schcme suggested in [13] , [14] works quite well but has two problems. It needs extra signaling support to provide information about queue length at the core routers to UDP sources at regular interval. Also the end-to-end delay jitter may become intolerable for CBR traffic in case it passes through several congested routers. In this paper we modify the scheme to remove both of these shortcomings without sacrificing the performance and seven1 good features of the approach. It also simplifies the overall procedure. Furthermore, we study its performance in dynamic traffic conditions and in Diffserv architecture. We also provide an admission control procedure. These issues had not been addressed in [13] The difference between our approach and other approaches is that only in our approach (to the best of our knowledge) we try to provide end-to-end QoS to individual applications without perflow processing at the core routers. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the network model. Section 3 describes the QoS approach suggested in 1131, 1141 and then the modifkiltions made in this paper. Section 4 shows that this approach works in dynamic network conditions and is approximately "proportionally" fair. Section 5 describes an admission procedure which can be used in our setup to ensure that QoS to different applications can be guaranteed. Section 6 demonmares the implementation of the procedure in DiffServ domain.
Section 7 verifies via NS-simulations the various claims made in the paper.
MODEL
We start with the following simple model of one bottleneck router (multi-router [14] . At the core of the approach in [ 131 to provide QoS was to control the queue length to an appropriate level at a core router by rate control of the UDP sources. Whenever the queue length increases, the rates at various UDP sources are decreased and whenever the queue length decreases the rates are increased. TO be able to do this rzquires signaling suppofi to provide queue length infomation to the sources. In the present paper we will achieve the same objective without rate control at the UDP users. This reduces the protocol complexity and also eliminates the need of extra signaling.
Once the queue length at a router is made approximately constant, at a desired level we can achieve many objectives at the same time. Firstly by keeping the queue lengih a bit away from being zero and also much lower than the buffer size, we can ensure that , the queue is never empty (thus full link utilization), there is no (or very tittle ) packet loss, the delay is at a desired tolerable level In general the throughput of a TCP depends not only on its own ' parameters but also on that of other traffic at that node, but chis decoupling of throughput happens because of the queue length being made constant. The throughput for TCP described above is for TCP-P and TCP-ON-OFF. For TCP-NP the duration of the connection will be small enough such that the RED control will not have much impact. Also TCP-NP traffic may not really need any QoS. Furthermore the number of TCP-M' connections will keep varying, causing oscillations in the queue length. Because of these reasons, in our approach, at the router the CBR, TCP-ON-OFF and TCP-P connections share one queue (Pi) with the TCP connections RED controlled while TCP-NP connections are in another queue (Q2), without any RED control. The two queues share the link BW via
The traffic intensity of real-time VBR traIXc con change at random times by random amount and it also requires very low delay and delay jitter. If this traffic is also sent through the first queue it would cause very large oscillations in queue length (and hence large delay jitter). Therefore, it is sent through the second queue with higher priority over the TCP-NP traffic. The bandwidth (BW) assigned to the second queue is at least equd to the sum of the peak rate requirements of all VBR connections passing through it. It is shown in 1131 that giving higher priority to VBR connections does not affect the throughput of the TCP-NP connections but decreases the delay and delay jitter of VBR traffic drastically. The approach is shown to provide the QoS to different real and non-real time applications quite well. However, it has two shortcomings. First as explained above, the UDP connections require extra signaling support ID get queue length information from different congested routers. Secondly although the delay jitter at each muter is quite low, if a CBR connection has to pass through several congested routers, the end-bend delay jitter may become intolerable.
Due io these problems we suggest B few modifications. Now we give the UDP-CBR traffic priority over the TCP traffic in QI.
Also, we do not employ the rate control scheme on the UDP source? This approach gets rid of the signaling requirement and also makes the delay and delay jitter seen by the UDP traffic at the router almost zero if the total CBR BW requirement is less than (say half of) the BW given to Q1. Furthermore, it comes at no cast to the TCP traffic. This is because, as observed before, giving priority to WDP does not decrease the mean throughput of TCP traffic (and in fact also its mean delay in the queue). For TCP, only mean throughput matters.
TCP traffic in Q I is RED contralle~as before. In the modification suggested, the UDP-CBR h a been given priority over the TCP traffic. It takes the bandwidth required by it, and the TCP connections get the remaining bandwidth (this is reversal of what happened in [13], [14] ). Now the question is how to make the different TCP connections share this BW according to their requirements. Also, the average queue length will no longer be the desired Vd.
In the usual setup of Internet, if the TCPs and UDPs are sharing a bottleneck link controlled by the RED algorithm then we get a fixed average queue length. This average queue length is decided by a fixed point equation and it depends upon the parameters of different UDP and TCP connections sharing the queue. If the average queue length is not V,. our previous scheme will not give the different TCPs their required throughputs. In the following we provide a way such that the average queue length will be Vd and [he different TCPs get their desired throughputs.
Suppose the avenge queue length in QI has somehow got fixed at V,. Now, the total (average) RTT of TCP connection 1 will be V , , / C + A ( i ) . where A(i) is its delay in the rest of the network and C is the total BW available to Ql . Thus, to obtain its desired throughput AT(;) packetdsec, we will need its average window size E[W(i)] = ( V d / C + a ( i ) ) A~( i ) . The needed € [ W ( i ) ] will be obtained by using RED algorithm on it which will drop its pdckets with probability pi, where pi is obtained via (3) below. This way one can specify the RED parameters for all the TCP-P and TCP-ON-OFF parameters such that at Vd each connection i will experience a packet loss pi. If we operate the RED algorithms for all the connections, according to these parameters. under steady state (fixed point) the average queue length will be V, and the different TCP connections will get their required throughputs. We will verify these claims via simulations.
We will show in section 6 that the TCP connections can be divided into classes, each class having one RED algorithm. Thus we will not need per-Row processing at the core routers.
I n the following sections we study this system further. In Section 5 we will provide an admission control algorithm which will ensure that a connection is not admitted on a router unless there is sufficient BW on the required link. In Section 4 we will show that if a link has more BW than the minimum required, then the extra 3 W will be shared "fairly" among the different TCPs. Next we will consider admission control. This is required to ensure QoS. Finally, in section 6 we will discuss implementation ofthis scheme in DiffServ.
QOS IN DYNAMIC TRAFFIC CONDITIONS
In the Internet the number of TCP and UDP connections will vary with time. Also. the rate of arrival of TCP-NP will change with time. The QoS requirements of new amvals will be possibly different from the existing connections. In this changing scenario we .need to study how the scheme proposed in the previous section will behave.
If an output link an a core router in the Internet does not have much traffic at a time, it is possible that both the queues at the router will be small and may keep becoming empty. Then at that time average queue lengths measured by the different RED algorithms (espccially when Tm;n(i), the RED parameter as specified in (4) below, are kept same) may be less than Tmin(i) and hence they may. not drop any packets. Then the router will behave in the normal way and all the connections will get their required throughputs and delays. Only when a router starts seeing congestion, its average queue lengths will increase and then our QoS mechanisms will start having impact, Furthermore, our admission control (to be discussed in the next section) will ensure that the throughputs of different connections or delays and delay jitter of real time connections will satisfy their QoS requirements. Since the real time applications have priority they will get the rates (throughputs) they need. In the following we discuss the scenario when more link BW is available than needed to satisfy the minrmum QoS requirements. In that case we show that the excess BW between different TCP connections is shared in a "proportionally" fair way. This is shown by considering two cases separately.
Case 1:Let at sometime a TCP-P or a TCP-ON-OFF connec-' tion closes. Now extra bandwidth is available for the remaining TCP connections in Ql of the router. Therefore the average queue length decreases (at least initially) and hence the RED algorithm will drop the TCP packets with reduced probability. This increases their mean window sizes, musing their throughputs to increase. Hence their QoS requirements will still be met. Below we will study the fairness issue. Case 2 Next consider the situation when a UDP-CBR connection closes. Now extra bandwidth becomes available in Ql, which will be given to TCP connections. A similar situation will prevail when Ql gets some extra bandwidth from Q2 (either because a VBR connection closes or TCP-NP traffic intensity decreases).
In Case 1 the total BW, C available to TCP connections remains same. only the number of TCP connections changes. In Case 2 the number of TCP (P and ON-OFF) connections may remain same but C changes. We analyze the two cases separately. 
h ( i ) = E[w(i)l/(A(i) +E[VTI).
(1)
Differentiating w.r.t E[VT] (3)
where pi is the probability of packet loss of the i ' " connection by the RED algorithm. If p I is small it is approximately a -2.5. The dropping probability for i'h flow by the RED algorithm is 
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For simplicity, we take Tmjn(i) = Tmjn for all TCP long lived connections i passing through the router (the RED algorithm can be configured to do this). Then the solution of the above differential equation is is TCP-NP traffic will be always admitted and will be routed as best effort traffic in Internet (with possibly a good congestion sensitive routing).
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There is also the question of deciding at the time of connection setup how to classify a new TCP connection into TCP-P, NF'
or ON-OFF. One way could be based on the application it is supporting: Web browsing, streaming and FTP applications can be classified a Iong lived with classification TCP ON-OFF in the first two cases and TCP-P for the last case. An emnil application would be TCP-NP even if it may be sending a long file.
Next we explain how we are going to implement admission control for each of the classes. Whenever a new connection request comes, it will declare its QoS requirements. For CBR we only ask far the rate in bps it requires. For VBR traffic we require the maximum throughput in bps it needs. For TCP-P we require the minimum mean throughput (in packetdsec) needed and the packet length of the connection. A TCP-ON-OFF will specify the maximum mean download time of a file and the packet length. This can be translated into the minimum throughput it requires during its ON time. We do not need anything from the TCP-NP.
Whenever a new connection request comes, which is not TCP-NP, the network will try to find a route from the source to the destination such that on all the core routers on the way there is sufficient BW for that connection. A core router will decide whenever a request reaches it if it has the required resources (the procedure for this will be described below). If a route is found on which each of the routers accepts the request, the new connection will be accepted by the network; otherwise not. Since CBR traffic will usually be supporting voice, the BW required by one CBR connection will be very small and will not affect the QoS of other connections in Q1 in any significant way. Therefore, we can admit a new CBR request if pd 5 Vd -E for some specified small E 2 0; otherwise not.
Next suppose a new TCP connection arrives requesting a minimum throughput of AT packetdsec and a packet length of s bits.
Let pd be less than Vd. By Little's law, the new connection will add (approximstely) &-Pd/C more packets to the queue where C is the BW available to al! the TCP connections in 91. If vd + (Arpd/C)s 5 Vd, then accept the request otherwise not. The actual addition of packets to the queue will be more than Arvd/C because it will correspond to the new mean queue length. However it will bt: somewhat compensated by the fact that with increased average queue length the throughputs of the existing TCPconnections will decrease (but will still remain higher than their minimum requirements).
If the new request is from a TCP-ON-OFF. it will only specify its mean throughput requirement AT during its ON penod (which Suppose the new request is by a CBR source needing will be determined by the maximum mean download time for its files). Its long term mean throughput requirement will be less than this, However since the user may not know its ON-OFF statistics, we do not demand it at the time of connection setup. Thus, admission decision for such a connection will be made based on using this AT in the procedure described in the last pmgraph. Although it is a conservative decision, these extra margins do not add up with time. This is because every new decision by the router is based on its l $ at that time which depends on the actual long term throughput requirements of the existing TCP-ON-OFF connections and not on their throughput demands during their ON periods. Next we consider a new VBR request. If the router link is not in congestion (indicated by average queue length being less that Tmin), accept the request; if the total peak rate of existing VBR connections on the router is greater than a prespecified threshold (can be specified to be a fraction of link speed), reject the request. Othenvise, if C, is the peak rate requirement of the new connection, we compute the effect of admitting it on existing TCP connections in Q1 by our proportional fairness result. In [IS] we have verified the effectiveness of the admission control scheme suggested here. Due to lack of space these results are not included in this paper. 
DIFFSERV IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we explain the implementation of our scheme in the DiffServ domain, This shows that our scheme can be implemented in the current Internet and also if DiffServ architecture is available.
We consider the cases of TCP traffic and UDP traffic separately. At the edge routers one can use traffic markers, shapers etc. as suggested in DiffServ for the CBR and VBR Traffic. For both of these traftic we will use EF (Expedited Forwarding). Although in DiffServ there is only one DS-Point 101 I10 assigned to EFclass, we can use an unused DS-Point (e.g., I1 11 11) to accommodate CBR and VBR classes. For CBR and VBR traffic the 'out of profile' packets can be dropped. At the core routers CBR and VBR traffic is treated as explained before.
For TCP traffic that requires QoS, we use AF. We willdassify our TCP connections into different AF classes. We just need the packet classifier. Packet conditioner? are not required for the TCP traffic. These will unnecessarily cause extra delay and distort the window ffow control mechanism of the TCP + RED. The TCP classes are needed to use different RED algorithms on them. Thus we do the cIassification based on their mean window size (packet loss) requirements. In AF PHB we can have only 12 classes. Let Wi i = l,2, ..., N be the values of the mean window size quantization levels, with W1 = 1 and Wi,i > 2, to be decided below. If E W required for a new connection is such that Wi < EW 5 Wi+l then we will assign it the window Wi+l. This ensures that a user gets its minimum throughput. However for efficiency reasons we do not want to overprovision by a large margin. We divide the range in such a way that Wi+l = 1.25W. This makes sure that the over provisioning of the bandwidth is constant in every partition with a maximum of 25%. This is consistent with our proportional fairness concept.
For TCP-NP we use the "default" PHB which is nothing but the "Beyt Effort" approach. We do not use any profiler or conditioner for this traffic.
The Dif€Serv architecture also mentions about admission control although no specific recommendations are given. Thus the approach suggested by us c m be included in the DiffSem architecture. The admission control. will also require additional signaling support. This is being developed in more recent Internet charter
We have simulated this system in NS. Due to lack of space these results are not included in this paper but are available in [lS] 7. SIMULATIONS In this section we present simulation results for the scheme proposed in this paper. The simulations were done using NS-2.6. Due to lack of space we present only a few results. Specifically, results 
